










Whole School Art Planning
Aspect: - Drawing

(MTP’s linked to specific year group objectives and skill development)

Look at the works of Stephen 
Wiltshire (a famous city 
landscape artist). Explain to the 
children that these are drawings 
of famous buildings. Show 
children the drawing compared 
to the real building – what do 
they notice? What can they see?

Link to mini bus trip around Hull. 
Focus on spotting shapes within 
buildings/woods/landmarks and 
how to create these using lines.

Children to think back to 
features that they saw on their 
mini bus trip around Hull. 
Children to use HB pencils to 
roughly recreate the shapes of 
these features (HB pencils are 
the best for simple drawings). 
Model to the children the 
correct way to hold a pencil for 
drawing. 

Model to the children to move 
the tool in the same direction 
and from the outside of the 
shape to the inside to keep the 
colouring neat and tidy. 

Children can then build on their 
colouring skills from EYFS and 
choose to fill their shape using 
either coloured pencils, wax 

areas that are darker or lighter 
than others. 

Model to the children how to 
create darker tones by layering 
the chosen tool (colouring 
pencil, wax crayon or oil pastel) 
and to create lighter tones by 
only having a very light layer. 
Avoid children pressing 
harder/lighter, it is more about 
layering up the colour. 

Children to practise creating 
lighter/darker tones with a range 
of colours using each of the 
different colouring tools 
(colouring pencil, wax crayon, oil 
pastel). 

can be seen in the pictures. (This 
could be done on Seesaw having 
the children record their 
thoughts). 

Model to the children how all 
drawings are made up of smaller 
shapes. Model this using one 
landmark (e.g. the Deep) and 
showing the children how to 
break this up into smaller shapes 
to build up the bigger picture. All 
children to recreate the same 
landmark initially to become 
familiar with this process. Then 
focus on adding colour section 
by section to create a more 
accurate picture. 

seen and then they will recreate 
this using HB pencils, oil pastels, 
wax crayons and pencil crayons 
for their final piece. 



Whole School Art Planning
Aspect: - Drawing

(MTP’s linked to specific year group objectives and skill development)

crayons or oil pastels, taking care 
to fill the lines accurately. 

Spring – Year 2
 Theme: - Post a Pringle
Previous Learning and Experiences from F1 –
Explore using a range of mark making tools
Focus on drawing different shapes with mark making tools
Draw a family picture
Draw a self portrait

Previous Learning and Experiences from F2
Drawing with different thickness of lines
Use different mark making tools to draw different shapes, e.g. thick for bigger
Look at Kandinsky’s work
Drawing on different textures and thinking about the pressure needed
Draw a picture of their house or building

Year 1
Children have been able to draw their own flames using skills from FS



https://arteza.com/blogs/articles/pencil-lead-hardness
https://arteza.com/blogs/articles/pencil-lead-hardness
https://hcat.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/Longhill/EcKWyGCygGJOlkZh_DoyHI4BSS9jc8DU35RZEF0b_3xKuA?e=oc5gAK
https://hcat.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Longhill/EgtPhGrrCp5JlQh1MiuHtPsBLXzegONvMoFi0KOEVhXM3Q?e=G38Wqo


Whole School Art Planning
Aspect: - Drawing

(MTP’s linked to specific year group objectives and skill development)

develop understanding that “H” pencils 
(standing for hardness) create lighter lines 
because not much of the graphite comes 
off due to them being compacted, whereas 
B (blackness) pencils are softer and create 
darker lines without much pressure. 
Provide children with a range of 
lines/patterns to recreate using a mixture 
of pencils from 8H-8B to allow them to 
explore the difference and understand 
which pencils are best for which outcome. 

Allow children time to add colourful tones 
to their pictures. 

Children to use the knowledge of pencil 
types and mark making to recreate the 
drawings that they can see within the view 
finders. 

Children to peer critique each-others 
drawings and discuss how they can make 
them even better. Think of the Austin’s 
Butterfly video and model to the children 
how to provide constructive criticism. 

Autumn Term 1 – Year 3
 Theme: - Buildings
Previous Learning and Experiences from F1 –
Explore using a range of mark making tools
Focus on drawing different shapes with mark making tools
Draw a family picture
Draw a self portrait

Previous Learning and Experiences from F2
Drawing with different thickness of lines
Use different mark making tools to draw different shapes, e.g. thick for bigger
Look at Kandinsky’s work
Drawing on different textures and thinking about the pressure needed
Draw a picture of their house or building

https://vimeo.com/38247060
https://vimeo.com/38247060


Whole School Art Planning
Aspect: - Drawing

(MTP’s linked to specific year group objectives and skill development)
Year 1
Children have been able to draw their own flames using skills from FS
Focus on wax/pencil crayons and oil pastels to create lighter and darker tones
Look at the pictures of Hull landmarks and talk about the lines, shapes, colours and tones and recreate their own.

Year 2 – previous learning
Observed and talked about illustrated pictures (Beatrix Potter) – thinking about line, tone and shapes.
Understanding that H pencils produce harder lines, lighter lines, and that B pencils produce softer but darker lines without much pressure.
Used a view finder to select a smaller view.
Sketched a character from their view finder and used appropriate 8H-8B pencils to add detail, drawing upon knowledge from Y1 to add colours and tones.

Resources needed:
A range of H and B pencils, charcoal pencils, brushes/blending stumps for blending charcoal, charcoal erasers

Session 1 
I can explore colours, shapes, features 

and different representations of an 
image.

Children will look at a range of 
images/photographs and pieces of art 
linking to Stonehenge. Encourage them 
to identify the medium with which it 
was created, and draw upon how this 
affects the overall style, features and 
colour etc. 

Children appraise the work and look 
for common patterns (e.g. identifying 
shapes) among the different pieces of 
art. Encourage children to pay 
particular attention to the colours of 
the stones and how this is represented 
across the different media.

Session 2 
I am exploring shading with different 

media to achieve a range of light and dark 
tones, black to white.

I can use and manipulate a range of 
drawing tools with control and dexterity.

I can draw in line and with care when 
taking a line for a walk.

I can use lines, tone and shape with care 
to represent things.

Shading with pencil

This website will help with understanding 
which types of pencil to use.

Session 3
I am exploring shading with 
different media to achieve a 

range of light and dark tones, 
black to white.

I can use and manipulate a range 
of drawing tools with control 

and dexterity.

I can draw in line and with care 
when taking a line for a walk.

I can use lines, tone and shape 
with care to represent things.

Shading with charcoal

Recap learning from previous 
lesson – how did we create 

Session 4
I can use a view finder to select 

a view an image and draw to 
scale with simple perspective to 

record what is in a frame.

I can use a visual 
journal/sketchbook to support 
the development of a design 
over several stages, and am 

beginning to justify my choices.

Recap how to create shade and 
tone using both pencil and 
charcoal. Children to justify 
which they prefer for creating 
tones and shades, and why. 

Show image of Stonehenge with 
a viewfinder over the top and 

Possible Final Piece of 
Work (Built upon skill 

development 
throughout the term)

To create a picture of 
Stonehenge using a 
viewfinder and shading 
with either charcoal or 
sketching pencil. The 
final piece will 
demonstrate skills 
across, shading, 
blending, light and 
dark areas, shadows 
and using these to 
create a 3D effect. 
These previously 
taught skills must be 

https://arteza.com/blogs/articles/pencil-lead-hardness
https://arteza.com/blogs/articles/pencil-lead-hardness


Whole School Art Planning
Aspect: - Drawing

(MTP’s linked to specific year group objectives and skill development)

Recap shading techniques looked at in 
Year 2 (children have an awareness that H 
pencils produce light, fine lines and B 
pencils produce darker, softer ones). 

What is shading? How do we make 
something lighter/darker? Emphasise the 
use of layering the colour rather than 
pressing harder/lighter with the pencil. 

Explore shading with the different 
numbers of B pencils (B-14B) using the 
shading bar and children to justify which 
they prefer and why. Know that the higher 
the B number, the darker the line with less 
pressure. 

Once children have found their preferred 
B pencil (which may differ for each child 
dependent on the amount of pressure 
they use when shading), complete the 
shading of the 3D images below. Discuss 
how the direction of the light hitting the 
object causes shadows.

shade and tone? Introduce 
charcoal pencils and discuss 
what it is and how it came to be 
(it was initially used as a cheap 
resource for poor people, 
making art resources more 
accessible). 

Explain to children how charcoal 
should be held and encourage 
children to just pinch it so that 
they can have the correct grip, 
therefore making it easier to 
create the correct depth and 
tone. 

Show children this video to see 
how shade and tone can be used 
to create the sphere (like in last 
lesson, this time using charcoal 
pencils). Take note of the 
methods used to create the 
darker and lighter areas 
(blending using tissue, brushes 
and blending stump, making 
lighter areas using charcoal 
eraser). 

Practise using the charcoal 
pencils in sketch books to layer 
up darker tones, and then use 
the blending tools above to 
blend together and create lighter 
areas. Use the shading bar from 

recap from Y2 how to use a 
viewfinder. Emphasise that 
children must only draw what 
they can see within the frame.

Children will then place their 
own viewfinder over an image 
of Stonehenge, and use their 
chosen medium (pencil or 
charcoal) to begin recreating it.

This is the draft stage – children 
should be carefully recreating 
the shape of the stone, adding 
shade using their chosen 
medium and then using H 
pencils to add finer details 
(building on what was taught in 
Y2).  Each time, children will 
either self/peer critique their 
work constructively to work on 
an area to improve.

 Children need to consider the 
scale and perspective of the 
image, and must recreate the 
shade and tone that can be 
seen in the image accurately. 
They will draw upon the skills 
taught through the unit 
(blending, 3D effect, light and 
dark, shadows) to create 
effective representations of the 
image. 

evident in their final 
piece.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rbkkhJCM3ac


Whole School Art Planning
Aspect: - Drawing

(MTP’s linked to specific year group objectives and skill development)

From this, remove the “sections” within 
the shapes and encourage the children to 
recreate a continuous blend from lighter 
to darker. 

Encourage children to practise over and 
over and include “peer critique” to allow 
children to give each other feedback on 
how to improve each time. Try to model 
constructive and precise criticism – 
consider showing children the Austin’s 
Butterfly video.

the previous lesson to help 
practise this. 

Watch this video to model how 
to use charcoal to create a 3D 
cylindrical effect. Explain that 
this is how we are going to be 
creating the stones from 
Stonehenge. Link this to 
children’s understanding of light 
and direction. 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=QdZ5SvyPQWQ  

Children will create the effect by 
layering the charcoal and using 
smudging. You will need to have 
kneaded 
rubber/brushes/tissue/charcoal 
erasers to help with the 
smudging. 

Once children have watched the 
guided tutorial, they can then 
practise again paying particular 
attention to areas that they 
found difficult, and areas that 
their peers suggest could use 
some improvement.

Once children feel confident 
that the shapes, shade/tone 
and finer details are being 
developed correctly, they can 
use this to create their final 
piece and sketch Stonehenge. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdZ5SvyPQWQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdZ5SvyPQWQ
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Whole School Art Planning
Aspect: - Drawing

(MTP’s linked to specific year group objectives and skill development)
Autumn Term – Year 5
 Theme: - Rich and Poor
Previous Learning and Experiences from F1 –
Explore using a range of mark making tools
Focus on drawing different shapes with mark making tools
Draw a family picture
Draw a self portrait

Previous Learning and Experiences from F2
Drawing with different thickness of lines
Use different mark making tools to draw different shapes, e.g. thick for bigger
Look at Kandinsky’s work
Drawing on different textures and thinking about the pressure needed
Draw a picture of their house or building

Year 1
Children have been able to draw their own flames using skills from FS
Focus on wax/pencil crayons and oil pastels to create lighter and darker tones
Look at the pictures of Hull landmarks and talk about the lines, shapes, colours and tones and recreate their own.

Year 2 – previous learning
Observed and talked about illustrated pictures (Beatrix Potter) – thinking about line, tone and shapes.
Understanding that H pencils produce harder lines, lighter lines, and that B pencils produce softer but darker lines without much pressure.
Used a view finder to select a smaller view.
Sketched a character from their view finder and used appropriate 8H-8B pencils to add detail, drawing upon knowledge from Y1 to add colours and tones.

Year 3 – previous learning
Explored a range of Stonehenge pictures and considered how shade, stone, shapes, shadows etc. are created.
Explored how to control a pencil with accuracy and create shading, tone, light and dark, blending and a 3D effect using different types of B pencils (B-B14).
Explored how to control charcoal with accuracy and create shading, tone, light and dark, blending and a 3D effect using charcoal pencils, blending brushes, blending stumps and 
erasers.



Whole School Art Planning
Aspect: - Drawing

(MTP’s linked to specific year group objectives and skill development)
Used a view finder to recreate an image of Stonehenge using either pencil or charcoal, while creating shades, tones, light and dark areas, shadows and a 3D 
effect with B pencils or charcoal and blending, and then using H pencils to create finer details. 

Year 4 – previous learning
Build upon skills taught in Y3 and linked to the topic.

Resources needed:
A range of pencils from 4H – 14B

Session 1 
I can annotate a work of art to 

record ideas and emotions using 
this to inform design ideas.

I can use a sketch book to record 
my observations of the work of 

great artists.

Show children a range of Van Gogh’s 
art work and discuss with the 
children who Van Gogh was, when 
he lived, his impact on art etc. What 
do the children notice about each of 
his paintings? (lines!) Children will 
have looked at Van Gogh’s paintings 
of flowers in Y2, and also Starry 
Night in Y3 so they should be familiar 
with his work.

Show children 
the picture 
“View from 
the 
wheatfields” 
(Van Gogh, 

Session 2
I can select a view and use a 

viewfinder to record what is in 
the frame.

I can select, use and manipulate 
different pencil types, using them 

with control and dexterity to 
accurately represent from 

observation.
Children to be allowed to 
experiment with recreating the 
following lines in their books, using a 
range of H pencils (4H, 3H, 2H, H, F, 
HB). Children to focus on good pencil 
control to carefully create the right 
shapes. Recreate the lines with each 
of the different pencils and explore 
which pencil is best for creating each 
type of line – which is easiest to 
control, which adds the right amount 
of pressure? 

Session 2 
I can convey tonal qualities well, 
showing good understanding of 

light and dark. 

I can use varying techniques 
including shading and hatching.

Recap shading and toning from year 
3. Discuss the different types of 
pencils and the effects they create 
(this website has useful knowledge – 
to some up H pencils are better for 
sketching and B are better for 
shading).

Children to now look at replicating 
different shading styles (rather than 
all just block shading, like in Y3) 
building on their understanding of 
types of lines from session 1. 

Explore recreating these shading 
styles with a range of pencils from 
the 4H – 14B range. Which pencil 
type is the most appropriate for each 
type of shading?

Session 3
I can experiment with dry media 
to make different marks, lines, 
patterns, textures and shapes 

within a drawing.

I can use varying techniques 
including shading and hatching.

Apply this understanding to 
recreating aspects of landscape 
pictures from Victorian times, in the 
style of Vincent Van Gogh. 

In the draft stage, children to initially 
use viewfinders when looking at the 
photographs of the Tudor or 
Victorian times and pick out different 
parts of the picture to replicate using 
tone, lines, shading and different 
shading styles. Encourage children to 
carefully look at the direction of light 
to ensure this is replicated in their 
drawings. 

Children to repeat this for different 
parts of the photographs and 
consider how the light and shading 
style changes each time. In their 

Possible Final Piece of Work 
(Built upon skill development 

throughout the term)

Children to use knowledge of 
lines, tone, shades and shading 
styles to recreate landscape 
images from Tudor or Victorian 
times in a Van Gogh style.

Users/janedeakin/Downloads/Each%20time,%20children%20will%20either%20self/peer%20critique%20their%20work%20constructively%20to%20work%20on%20an%20area%20to%20improve.
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1888). Ask the children to explore 
the types of lines they can see in the 
image. Discuss the length, width, 
distance and direction of lines. (thin, 
thick, straight, curved, long, short, 
vertical, horizontal, diagonal, cross 
hatching, dotted lines, spirals).

Children to appraise the image. 
Which types of lines have been used 
to create the different effects? 
(buildings, grass, smoke etc.) Is this 
effective? Why?

Using viewfinders (recap from Y4 
how to use them effectively), 
children choose a small aspect of the 
image to recreate using the line 
types above. Once they have drawn 
it once, encourage children to peer 
critique each other’s work to give 
constructive, clear guides to improve 
(think of Austin’s butterfly).

Once children have replicated these 
shading styles carefully exploring the 
use of different lines and pencil 
types, children to apply their skills to 
every day objects such as:

These items could be brought in in 
real life so that the children can 
accurately see how the light and 
surroundings affect the tone and 
shading. 

Children to again use the ideas from 
Austin’s butterfly to give 
constructive feedback to each other 
in how to improve their shading 
technique. Children should have the 
opportunity to experiment with how 
the type of pencil they use affects 
the shading, and also explore which 
of the shading styles is most 
effective in recreating the image. 

sketchbooks, children will then have 
a range of different ideas of how to 
create a variety of buildings, smoke, 
clouds, grass, etc. to replicate their 
chosen time period. Children should 
be selecting the type of pencil most 
appropriate for creating the 
shading/line detail required for that 
section of the picture. They will use a 
range of different pencil types to 
create the picture as a whole.
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